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STK drops generics to
focus on biologicals

By Luke Hutson

Melaleuca alternifolia (teatree)



I
n an exclusive interview
with Yair Nativ, vice-
president of sales with STK

Bio-Ag Technologies, STK told NAI
that it is no longer dealing or selling
non-proprietary products or generic
products. Nativ said the decision
was a difficult one, but it was an
area where the company felt there
was no longer an advantage.

“The target is to sell only proprietary
products,” says Nativ. “We don’t have
an advantage in fighting to sell
another litre [of generics].”

The company is now selling three
crop protection products: the
organic botanical fungicides
Timorex and Dekel, and the hybrid
fungicide product Regev.

Regev in U.S.
It was just over a year ago – June
2020 – that STK made its first
shipments to the U.S. market of its
Regev product. Launched three

Regev product. Launched three
years ago, Regev is STK’s hybrid
fungicide product that incorporates
a botanical extract with a synthetic
pesticide difenoconazole in a liquid
formulation.

The company said the product
serves as a “bridge,” providing
farmers an easy-to-use crop
protection solution while enabling
them to lower their chemical load.

“It’s going very well,” says Nativ, who
began his career as an agronomist
in Israel 21 years ago. “Penetrating
the U.S. is never easy, but it’s going
according to plan.”

The botanical extract in Regev is tea
tree oil, which is sourced from Australia.
This botanical extract enhances the
activity of difenoconazole, providing
increased disease control while
reducing chemical usage and having
only one residue.

Botanical-based crop
protection and

aquaculture company
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Technologies has
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Summit Agro has been STK’s
exclusive distributor for Regev in the
U.S. since signing an agreement in
April 2019.

Nativ confirms the company is selling
Regev in most states in the U.S., with
the notable absence being California.
Both active ingredients are registered
separately in California but the
product itself also needs to be
registered. Nativ says the application
for Regev is in progress, and the
company is hoping for registration in
California by the end of 2021.

Customer base
End-users of Regev in the U.S., as well
as other markets, tend to be fresh
vegetable and fruit producers, and
large-scale plantations, such as
banana. Nativ describes a typical
customer as one worried about having
a lower residue. “I would also say the
smart guys who want to lower the risk
of resistance,” he added.

Regev is used in greenhouse and in
open field, such as almonds.

Nativ emphasizes the ease-of-use of
the product. It is used exactly the
same way as the grower’s current
chemical fungicide. There is no
mixing, it does not require
refrigeration, and Regev has a shelf-
life of two years.

An unexpected challenge when
marketing the product is the
pronunciation of Regev in Spanish
speaking markets. Nativ notes this is
something the company will
consider more fully when branding
future products.

Logistics
In terms of logistics, STK is shipping
the finished product to the U.S. from
two ports in Israel – Ashdod and
Haifa – in containers. Nativ has
witnessed the increase in freights
for containers, a phenomenon seen
in the shipping of commodities since

in the shipping of commodities since
mid-2020. Freights are up from
$2,000 to $6,000 for a container.
Israel to the U.S. has a transit time of
four weeks, with Chile being six to
seven weeks. STK is shipping
finished products in 0.5 litre bottles
and 200 litre drums.

Product delivery
The application rate for Regev is
typically 2kg/hectare, 300-500ml/
hectare, with usage depending on
crop.

Application by drone is increasing,
notes Nativ. He says drones are
being used for spraying of the

Yair Nativ, vice-president of sales, STK Bio-Ag Technologies

Penetrating the U.S. is never easy, but it’s going
according to plan.



product in Colombia and Guatemala.
Nativ understands that drones used
on some banana plantations are
able to carry and apply 60 litres of
product. As an aside, when it comes
to bananas, Nativ said drones are
often used in the nursery, which is a
smaller area.

Next steps
The next stage of the STK strategy is
to continue growing in the U.S., and
in the longer term to increase the
portfolio of proprietary products. For
the U.S. market, the next task is to
add more crops to the Regev label,
says Nativ. The company is running
trials on more crops and diseases,
and will use the results to enhance
the label.

Lining up the horses
The company is looking to develop
new hybrid products with tea tree oil
and is also looking at other plant
extracts. Nativ says the company is
sampling hundreds of other plant

sampling hundreds of other plant
extracts.

The company is looking to develop
insecticide and fungicide products –
both “solo”, in other words fully
biocontrol, and hybrid. At this point,
Nativ does not foresee a herbicide
product emerging.

The next hybrid product is likely to
be ready in about two years, and a
new biological product in about five
to eight years, in Nativ’s estimation.
He notes Regev took more than
eight years to develop.

He likens the R&D stage to saddling
horses for a race. “We will have a lot
of horses at the start, far more than
there will be at the end of the race.” ●

(Subscribe to 2BMonthly to keep
abreast of more news from
STK Bio-Ag Technologies)
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	Penetrating the U.S. is never easy, but it’s going according to plan.
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	"You don't have to do big to do farming. Accuracy and precision will allow us to be able to keep feeding the world for generations to come"
	Wheat infested with the blackgrass weed (Alopecurus myosuroides), in England.

	... because we don't disturb or compact the soil, we allow the ecosystem of the farm to do what it does best, which is fix itself.
	Ben Scott-Robinson, co-founder and CEO, Small Robot Company
	Kristen Sukalac, secretariat at EBIC, is a consulting partner at management consultancy Prospero & Partners, where she brings insights from systems-thinking, sociology, political science to the adoption of innovation. During Farm to Fork Europe, Sukalac questioned Ben Scott-Robinson, co-founder and CEO of Small Robot Company, about agricultural robots and, in particular, Tom, Dick, Harry and Wilma.

	...with this per plant view, we can see when disease hits a field, when it hits the first few plants
	

	Our ultimate vision is to provide an end-to-end service that does all the manual labour in the field apart from harvest.
	

	We are completely farmer focused...
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	BioTrop brings new product to Brazil’s grasslands
	By Luke Hutson
	Having had a 38-year career with FMC, Antonio Carlos Zem now has a new venture – BioTrop. The company has grown to $35 million turnover in three years, much of that from its biological products for soybeans. The company’s latest product is taking its biological portfolio into a new realm: Brazil’s huge pasture market.
	Regulation means more products are being withdrawn than are being introduced. The costs are getting high, resistance means more applications, and growers are fed up with this. Biologicals are coming at the right time.
	Antonio Zem, CEO, Biotrop
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	IFFCO launches liquid urea nano fertilizer
	By Luke Hutson
	Foliar application of nano urea (liquid) at critical crop growth stages of a plant effectively fulfills its nitrogen requirement and leads to higher crop productivity in comparison to conventional urea. 
	IFFCO

	App to help African farmers defeat crop pests
	Products and Trends NEWS
	The push-pull method pictured in action.

	Returning nitrogen to soils without chemicals
	Products and Trends NEWS 

	Many soils are degraded and becoming less fertile.
	Dr. Kirsten Heimann, Flinders University researcher and associate professor

	To improve soil structure, organic carbon applications are required to return the soils' capacity to sustain a healthy soil microbiome and to improve the soils' cation exchange of nutrients and water-holding capacity.
	Dr. Kirsten Heimann, from the Flinders University Centre for Marine Bioproducts Development in South Australia.
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	A look under the soil at subsurface drip irrigation – its current use and future potential as global water availability stretches to its limits.
	By Treena Hein
	In 2021, Dr. Rezvan Karimi Dehkordi did greenhouse experiments examining the effect of fertigation frequency on nitrogen use efficiency and microbial communities in canola and barley.
	2021 Irrigation Show promises high-energy exhibit hall
	By Deborah M. Hamlin, CAE, FASAE, IA CEO
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	The new Innovation Row is a special area in the exhibit hall specifically for startup irrigation technology companies looking to promote their technologies to the irrigation industry.
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	Ukraine: Land of Black Gold

	Luke Hutson assesses the present and future trajectory of the agricultural sector in Ukraine.
	One policy paper made the point that the DCFTA is unprecedented since the country has committed to reforms without the prospect of EU membership

	Special VAT regime and refunds
	Policy makers have been using refunds regarding VAT to stimulate the processing of oilseeds in Ukraine.

	Legislation in March 2020 paved the way for a land market in Ukraine.
	

	BTU-Center - leading the charge in biologicals in Ukraine
	Luke Hutson spoke to Dmytro Yakovenko, Head of International Sales.
	Its products are used on around 4 million hectares making BTU-Center the largest supplier of biological agricultural inputs in Ukraine. With offices in Ukraine, Eastern Europe and Germany, the company is also looking to grow its exports, currently around 20 percent of sales. Luke Hutson spoke to Dmytro Yakovenko, head of international sales, to find out more about the country's rapid domestic growth since it was established 22 years ago.

	The company’s facilities have a capacity of 10,000 t/year of microbial products
	

	One of the latest developments is a line of so-called biological destructors, used for decomposition of plant residues and soil recovery.
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	The largest challenge faced by greenhouse growers is energy inefficiency as energy costs may comprise as much as 60 percent of expenditures from greenhouses.
	December 2015 Wageningen report

	Ukrainian market of greenhouse vegetables recovers from crisis
	By Eugene Gerden, New AG International contributor 

	In recent years growing of greenhouse crops has attracted an interest from business.
	Sergey Kostyuk, a former director of the SOTECO greenhouse complex,

	In the last decade, with Ukraine’s increased agricultural output, it is little surprise to see the fertilizer consumption numbers increase
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